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a b s t r a c t

Handedness refers to a consistent asymmetry in skill or preferential use between the hands and is related
to lateralization within the brain of other functions such as language. Previous twin studies of handedness
have yielded inconsistent results resulting from a general lack of statistical power to find significant
effects. Here we present analyses from a large international collaborative study of handedness (assessed
by writing/drawing or self report) in Australian and Dutch twins and their siblings (54,270 individuals
from 25,732 families). Maximum likelihood analyses incorporating the effects of known covariates (sex,
year of birth and birth weight) revealed no evidence of hormonal transfer, mirror imaging or twin specific
effects. There were also no differences in prevalence between zygosity groups or between twins and their
singleton siblings. Consistent with previous meta-analyses, additive genetic effects accounted for about
Left-handed

Extended twin family design
A

a quarter (23.64%) of the variance (95%CI 20.17, 27.09%) with the remainder accounted for by non-shared
environmental influences. The implications of these findings for handedness both as a primary phenotype
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. Introduction

Handedness is first demonstrated between 9 and 10 weeks ges-
ation, as embryos begin to exhibit single arm movements (Hepper,

cCartney, & Shannon, 1998). The archaeological record of cul-

ural and skeletal remains provides evidence of population level
iases towards right-handedness in early humans (Steele, 2000;
oth, 1985). It has been hypothesized that lateralized behaviors
ither arose de novo in early Homo sapiens (Annett, 2002; Corballis,
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997; McManus, 2002) or evolved from ancestral population level
ehavioral asymmetries (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005). From a neu-
opsychological perspective, lateralization in the form of hand or
oot preference remains the best behavioral predictor of cerebral
ateralization. Left-hemisphere language dominance is reported in
pproximately 95% of right-handers and 70% of left-handers (Elias &
ryden, 1998; Pujol, Deus, Losilla, & Capdevila, 1999) and behavioral

aterality has also been found to predict emotional lateralization
Elias, Bryden, & Bulman-Fleming, 1998).

Although there is evidence that behavioral laterality develops

renatally (Hepper, Wells, & Lynch, 2005), the extent to which
his population level bias can be explained by genetic effects has
een the topic of much debate. One method by which this may be
xplored is through the comparison of relatives who differ in the
mount of genetic information they share. Twin studies, in which
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he similarity of identical (monozygotic; MZ) and non-identical
dizygotic; DZ) twin pairs are compared, provide estimates of the
elative magnitude of genetic and environmental influences and
ave proved popular in studying behavioral laterality. Since the
rst study by Siemens (1924) there have been thirty-seven twin
tudies of handedness published (for reviews see McManus, 1980;
edland, Duffy, Wright, Geffen, & Martin, 2006; Sicotte, Woods, &
azziotta, 1999).
Unfortunately, the results have been mixed and as handedness

s typically analyzed as a binary trait (left or non-right vs. right)
he issue of sample size is nontrivial. For example, for a trait with
10% prevalence (which is typical of left-handedness) where 30%
f the variance is accounted for by an additive genetic effect, about
000 pairs of twins would be required to reject a purely unique
nvironmental model with 80% power (Neale, Eaves, & Kendler,
994). Larger samples are required to distinguish between genetic
nd shared environmental influences (Neale et al., 1994). However,
he median sample size of the 35 studies reviewed by Medland
t al. (2006) was 189 pairs indicating a general lack of statistical
ower due to small sample sizes within the literature. Thus, with

ew exceptions (Basso et al., 2000; Medland et al., 2003; Neale,
988; Orlebeke, Knol, Koopmans, Boomsma, & Bleker, 1996; Ross,
affe, Collins, Page, & Robinette, 1999), sample sizes have not been
dequate to detect genetic or environmental effects that account
or less than 50% of the total phenotypic variance with 80% power.

The aim of the present study was to characterize the heritabil-
ty of hand preference (defined as writing/drawing hand or self
eported preference) in a large genetically informative sample. To
his end we used data from 54,270 twins and their non-twin sib-
ings from 25,732 Australian and Dutch twin families. Previous twin
tudies of handedness have typically only compared the similarity
f mono- and dizygotic twins. By using an extended twin and sibling
esign, the present study allowed tests of special twin effects both
n the prevalence of left-handedness and the covariation between
iblings, thus also providing a test of the generalizability of these
ndings to the general population.

Behavioral laterality may be modified by cultural and envi-
onmental effects (Laland, Kumm, Van Horn, & Feldman, 1995)
otentially masking genetic effects. Within western cultures, the
revalence of left-handedness (as defined by writing-hand) has
radually increased over the last century from around 2% in 1900
o between 10 and 15% in more recent samples (1990–2000)
Annett, 2002; McManus, 2002; Perelle & Ehrman, 1994). While
ultural pressures have been hypothesized to decrease the preva-
ence of left-handedness, exposure to adverse environments and
athogenic insults has been hypothesized to increase the preva-

ence of left-handedness (Satz, Orsini, Saslow, & Henry, 1985).
n addition, subtle neurological insults may also result in lasting
hanges in hand preference without deficits in other neuropsy-
hological domains (Triggs, Tesar, & Yong, 1998). A wide range of
athogenic risk factors have been proposed, including, low birth
eight, birth stress and ultrasound exposure (Bailey & McKeever,
004; Bakan, Dibb, & Reid, 1973; Salvesen, 2002). Previous studies
ave typically found that lower birth weights were associated with
igher rates of left-handedness (Hay & Howie, 1980; Orlebeke et al.,
996; Powls, Botting, Coooke, & Marlow, 1996). To account for these
ffects, birth cohort (year of birth) and birth weight were included
s covariates in the current study.

. Methods
.1. Participants and measures

The data were collected within a number of twin studies conducted in Aus-
ralia and the Netherlands. The focus of these studies, the number of participants,
he method of data collection and method of zygosity determination are summa-
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ized in Table 1. In the Netherlands twin registry Older twins study, self classification
left-handed, right-handed or either) was used to determine handedness. In the Aus-
ralian Twin ADHD Project and the Younger Netherlands twin study handedness was
ssessed by asking which hand is used for drawing. In all other studies, handedness
as assessed as the hand used for writing. Following Annett (2002) and McManus

2002) reports of mixed handedness or ambidexterity, which were less than 1% of
otal reports, were classed as left-handed. Previous studies have shown self report
left-handed, right-handed or either) and hand used for writing (left vs. right) to be
ighly correlated .97 (data from Perelle & Ehrman, 1994). Similarly, drawing hand
nd writing hand are highly correlated .97 (estimated from parental report of draw-
ng hand from the Australian Twin ADHD Project and self-reported writing hand
rom the Brisbane adolescent study as described below).

As the majority of Australian studies recruited twins from the Australian Twin
egistry which uses a centralized identification number system we were able to
heck for overlap between the Australian studies. When an individual had partici-
ated in more than one study or wave of data collection the most recent report was
sed (as described in the following paragraph we used the multiple reports of hand
reference to assess the reliability of the measure). For one of the Australian studies
the Sex study) we were only able to identify the individuals who had returned a
onsent form, as the data in this survey were collected anonymously. To account for
his we excluded the data from individuals who had returned a consent form for this
tudy from any other data set (1215 individuals).

The large number of participants who contributed on multiple occasions within
he Australian data set, and the longitudinal nature of the Netherlands adult
win study, afford an excellent opportunity to assess the test–retest reliability of
and-preference. Within the Australian data 1509 individuals reported their hand
reference twice, while an additional 256 individuals reported their hand preference
hree times. The polychoric correlation between the multiple reports was .994 indi-
ating the high reliability of self reported hand preference. Within the Netherlands
dult twin study test–retest data were available for 6361 individuals (2948 reported
wice, 1863 three times, 1206 four times, and 344 five times). As in the Australian
ata the polychoric correlation between the multiple reports of .993 supported the
igh reliability of this measure, which has been previously demonstrated to remain
irtually unchanged in the absence of injury or insult (Liederman & Healey, 1986;
aczkowski, Kalat, & Nebes, 1974).

In addition, parent and self-reported handedness was available for 60 pairs of
wins who had participated in both the Brisbane adolescent study and Australian
win ADHD Project. The polychoric correlation between parent and self-reported
andedness of .970 indicates the high reliability of parental report in these data
which may be expected as twins are allowed to help the parents complete the
uestionnaires). These results suggest that parental report is a valid method of data
ollection and comparable with self-report in terms of accuracy when the measures
f handedness are salient. Based on these results it was decided that parental reports
ollected in the Australian Twin ADHD Project and younger Netherlands twin studies
ould be used to assess the handedness of their offspring.

.2. Statistical analyses

To model the binary hand preference data we employed the multifactorial
hreshold model which describes discrete traits as reflecting an underlying normal
istribution of liability (or predisposition). Liability, which represents the sum of all
he multifactorial effects, is assumed to reflect the combined effects of a large num-
er of genes and environmental factors each of small effect and is characterized by
henotypic discontinuities that occur when the liability reaches a given threshold
Neale & Cardon, 1992). The distribution of hand preference assessed for multiple
tems is J-shaped. However, for self classification or writing hand the distribution
s effectively binary. It is not difficult to conceptualize hand preference as reflecting
he continuous and normally distributed measure of relative hand skill with a mean
hifted towards the right as measured by a peg moving task (Annett, 1985).

All data analyses were conducted using maximum likelihood analyses of raw
ata within Mx (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2006) which maximise the natural log of
he following likelihood of the data:

=
M∏

i=1

(2�)−ki/2|˙i|−1/2e
−1/2[(yi−�i)

′˙−1
i

(yi−�i)],

ith respect to ˙i and �, where k is the number of data observations for family i
which in this case is equal to the number of siblings for whom data is collected), ˙i
s the expected covariance matrix among the variables for family i, yi is a vector of
bserved scores obtained for the k variables for family i, �i is the vector of expected
eans for family i, and M is the number families. Corrections for known covariates,

ex, Year of Birth (both linear and quadratic effects), and birth weight were included

ith the threshold models in all data analyses. Year of birth ranged from 1906 to

002 (median 1981) in the Australian data and from 1914 to 1998 (median 1989)
n the Dutch data. To avoid computational difficulties year of birth was rescaled by
ubtracting 1950 and dividing by 10. Birth weight ranged from 454 to 5675 g (mean
647.76, S.D. 604) in the Australian data and from 580 to 5500 g (mean 2594.60, S.D.
80) in the Dutch data. Birth weight was converted to a z-score before analysis.
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Table 1
Sample description (studies are listed in the order they joined the collaborative study)

Sample Focus Data collection Zygosity typea N Excluding overlaps

Individuals Families

Brisbane adolescent twins—Memory attention & problem
solving study (Wright et al., 2001)

Cognition and personality Questionnaire completed during a
data collection session

Confirmed by DNA 2515 (twins and sibs) 1,033

Australian Twin ADHD Project (Bennett et al., 2006) Behavioral disorders of
childhood (focus on ADHD)

Mailed Questionnaire completed
by the parents

Questionnaires completed by the parents 12,263 (twins and sibs) 4,549

Adult Australian twins—Sex Study (Kirk, Bailey, Dunne, &
Martin, 2000)

Sexual orientation Anonymous Mailed Questionnaire
(Twins created a 10 digit ID to
allow matching)

Pre-determined zygosity from
questionnaires completed by the twins was
pre-printed on the questionnaire

4791 (twins only) 2,918

Adult Australian twins—Asthma Study (Duffy, Mitchell, &
Martin, 1998)

Asthma and Atopy Mailed Questionnaire Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA

2165 (twins only) 1,265

Younger Netherlands twin registry (Boomsma et al., 2002) Longitudinal study of cognitive
and physical development

Mailed Questionnaire completed
by the parents

Questionnaires completed by the parents,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

16,836 (twins and sibs) 8,425

Adult Australian female MZ twins—Laterality Study
(Medland et al., 2005)

Laterality—collecting phenotypes
from genotyped individuals

Mailed Questionnaire Confirmed by DNA 286 (twins only) 169

South Australian twin study (Townsend, Richards, Hughes,
Pinkerton, & Schwerdt, 2003)

Longitudinal study of dental
development

Direct observation during a data
collection session

Questionnaires completed by the parents 1131 (twins and sibs) 567

Older twins—Netherlands twin registry (Boomsma et al.,
2002)

Broad longitudinal study
assessing health, behavior and
personality

Mailed Questionnaire Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

10,235 (twins and sibs) 4,229

Twins Eye Study (Toh et al., 2005) Corneal thickness and other
ophthalmological traits

Direct observation during a data
collection session

Confirmed by DNA 392 (twins only) 219

Victorian Cancer Council—Young Adult Twin Study (White,
Hopper, Wearing, & Hill, 2003)

Health and lifestyle cancer risk
factors

Mailed Questionnaire Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

1818 (twins only) 1,085

Adult Australian twins—Male Pattern Baldness study
(Nyholt, Gillespie, Heath, & Martin, 2003)

Laterality— collecting
phenotypes from genotyped
individuals

Mailed Questionnaire Confirmed by DNA 75 (twins only) 44

Adult Australian twins—Gambling study
http://genepi.qimr.edu.au/studies/ga/?studycode=GA

Gambling behaviors and
personality traits

Telephone Questionnaire Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

1421 (twins only) 1,044

Adult Australian twins—Osteoarthritis Study (Kirk et al.,
2002)

Osteoarthritis Mailed Questionnaire Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

104 (twins only) 57

Adult Australian twins—Alcohol challenge study (Martin et
al., 1985)

Metabolism of Alcohol Direct observation during a data
collection session

Questionnaires completed by the twins,
subsequently confirmed by DNA for some
twins

238 (twins only) 124

Total 54,270 (twins and sibs) 25,723

Note all samples were population based rather than samples selected on the trait of interest, for example the ADHD study collected data from all available participants regardless of ADHD status.
a Questionnaire methods of determining zygosity have previously demonstrated at least 95% agreement with DNA confirmation (Martin, 1975; Ooki, Yamada, Asaka, & Hayakawa, 1990).

http://genepi.qimr.edu.au/studies/ga/%3Fstudycode=GA
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Table 2
Tests for heterogeneity between studies in the prevalence of left-handedness and co-twin correlations after correcting for year of birth (linear and quadratic trends) and birth
weight

Differences in prevalence Differences in co-twin correlations

��2 dfa p-value ��2 dfa p-value

Australian data
MZ Female 21.385 20 .375 13.068 10 .220
MZ Male 16.855 20 .662 1.229 10 .999
DZ Female 21.512 18 .254 12.922 9 .166
DZ Male 23.279 20 .275 12.285 10 .266
DZ Opposite-sex 20.331 18 .314 8.069 9 .527

Netherlands data
MZ Female 1.66 2 .436 .180 1 .671
MZ Male 3.654 2 .161 .839 1 .360
DZ Female 4.287 2 .117 3.352 1 .067
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DZ Male 3.653 2
DZ Opposite-sex 5.562 2

a The difference in df between zygosity groups among the Australian data reflects
attern baldness study collected data from MZ and DZ male twins.

As the majority of handedness studies have focused on prevalence effects, we
ndertook an extensive series of preliminary analyses to test these effects. In these
ests we used a likelihood ratio chi-square test (LRT) to compare the fit (minus twice
og-likelihood) of a model to that of a nested model in which constraints had been
mposed (with the degrees of freedom equal to the change in the number of esti-

ated parameters). We begin by testing for heterogeneity between studies and then
etween the different zygosity groups as described below and in Tables 2 and 3.

Heritability estimates were obtained using variance component modeling of the
win and sibling data. In these analyses the total variance (�2

P ) was partitioned in

dditive genetic (�2
A), non-shared or unique environmental effects (�2

E ), and three

hared environmental effects: familial environment effects (�2
F ), a shared twin effect

�2
T ), and a shared non-twin sibling effect (�2

S ). The total variance (which was con-
trained to unity) was thus parameterized as:

2
P = �2

A + �2
F + �2

T + �2
S + �2

E ,

While the covariance terms were parameterized as:

CovMZ = �2
A + �2

F + �2
T ,

CovDZ = .5�2
A + �2

F + �2
T ,

CovSib-Sib = .5�2
A + �2

F + �2
S ,

CovTwin-Sib = .5�2
A + �2

F ,
The addition of the �2
T and �2

S terms allow for two types of special twin effects.

hile the �2
F allows environmental influences shared equally by all siblings, the

2
T term allows for the covariance of the DZ twins to be higher than that of non-

win siblings; a significant �2
T might reflect more similar treatment of the twins or

developmental age effect. Conversely, the �2
S term allows for the presence of a

i
s
g
f
z

able 3
ests for heterogeneity between zygosity groups in the prevalence of left-handedness and
nd birth weight

esting of differences in the prevalence of left-handedness between . . .
First and second born twins (in same sex pairs)
MZ and DZ twins (in same sex pairs separately for males and females)
Same sex and opposite sex pairs (separately for males and females)
Twins and their non-twin siblings

esting the effects of covariates on the prevalence of left-handedness. . .
Quadratic birth cohort effect
Quadratic and linear birth cohort effect
Sex effect
Birth weight effects (linear)

esting of differences in the co-twin correlations between . . .
Same sex pairs (separately for MZ and DZ twins)
Same sex and opposite sex DZ twins
DZ twins and twin–sibling/sibling-sibling correlations
MZ and DZ/sibling correlations
Testing for Familial aggregation (Setting all co-twin and sibling correlations to zero)
0 .040 1 .841
2 .980 1 .322

ct that the Laterality study only collected data from female MZ twins and the male

pecial twin effect decreasing the covariance of the twins relative to their non-twin
iblings; a significant �2

S effect might reflect an increased rate of phenocopies among
he twins as compared to their non-twin siblings as a result of an increased rate of
irth complications or a twin mirror imaging effect.

. Results

.1. Preliminary prevalence and covariance analyses

As both the Australian and Dutch data had been collected within
ultiple studies we started by checking for differences between

tudies within zygosity groups (male and female monozgyotic (MZ)
nd dizygotic (DZ) twins, and opposite sex pairs). Modeling the Aus-
ralian and Dutch data separately, the fit of the model in which
he prevalence and the co-twin correlations were allowed to vary
or each sample was compared to the fit of a model in which the
revalence was constrained to be the same across samples, the fit
f this model was then compared to the fit of a model in which the
o-twin correlations were constrained to be equal across samples.
here were no differences in the prevalence or co-twin correlations
mong the data sets collected from different studies within zygos-

ty and nationality groups (results given in Table 2). As this first
eries of analyses revealed no differences between studies within
roups, we combined the data across studies and proceeded to test
or differences in the prevalence and co-twin correlations across
ygosity groups within the Australian and Dutch data.

co-twin correlations after correcting for year of birth (linear and quadratic trends)

df Australian data Netherlands data

��2 p-value ��2 p-value

4 2.069 .723 4.493 .343
2 1.533 .465 1.691 .429
2 5.90 .052 1.819 .403
1 3.064 .080 2.895 .089

1 10.557 .001 2.216 .137
2 31.165 1.71 × 10−7 4.869 .088
1 22.833 1.77 × 10−6 32.319 1.31 × 10−8

1 20.788 5.13 × 10−6 14.539 1.37 × 10−4

2 2.216 .330 2.811 .245
1 .156 .693 1.779 .182
1 1.368 .242 .443 .506
1 6.650 .010 19.908 8.13 × 10−6

1 95.836 1.25 × 10−22 57.421 3.52 × 10−14
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ig. 1. Prevalence of left-handedness (shown by the bar graph) and sample size (num
amples. The prevalence of left-handedness in the Dutch sample was truncated for

We then compared the fit of a series of increasing constrained
odels to test for differences in prevalence between zygosity

roups, these was done separately for the Australian and Dutch
ata. This series of tests showed there were no differences in
he prevalence of left-handedness between: first and second born
wins, MZ and DZ twins (by sex), DZ twins born of same vs.
pposite sex pairs (by sex) or between twins and their non-twin
iblings (results given in Table 3). Thus, neither the Australian
or the Dutch data supported the presence of hormonal transfer
ffects (which would have led to differences between same and
pposite sex twins; Elkadi, Nicholls, & Clode, 1999), or mirror imag-
ng effects (which would have led to an increased prevalence of
eft-handedness in MZ twins; Newman, 1928). The prevalence of
eft-handedness was greater in the Dutch than Australian sample
nd in both the Australian and Dutch data males were more likely to
e left-handed than females (raw prevalence of left-handedness in
emales and males: Australian sample 12.5 and 14.6%, Dutch sample
5.2 and 17.6%). To test for the effects of birth cohort we compared
he fit of the model which included a correction for year of birth to
model in which this term was set to zero. As shown in Fig. 1 the
ffects of birth cohort were highly significant in the Australian data
ut not in the Dutch sample which is predominantly younger.

Similarly, there were no sex differences in the co-twin corre-
ations of same-sex pairs (within zygosity), nor between same and
pposite sex DZ pairs, and the DZ co-twin correlations did not differ
rom the twin–sibling or sibling–sibling correlations (results given
n Table 3). In both the Australian and the Dutch data the MZ and
Z correlations were significantly different indicating the presence
f genetic effects. MZ co-twin correlations were low in both the
ustralian and Dutch data, .243 (95%CI .180–.304) and .241 (95%CI

182, .300) respectively, indicating a moderate familial contribu-
ion to hand preference. The magnitude of DZ co-twin correlations,
145 (95%CI .142, .188) and .070 (95%CI .019, .120) in the Australian
nd Dutch data, suggest genetic effects are the primary source of
amilial resemblance, or aggregation, for hand preference.
.2. Heritability analyses

Variance components estimates were obtained from structural
quation modeling of the raw hand preference data correcting for

e
r
t
o
e

f individuals shown by the line graph) by year of birth for the Australian and Dutch
terisked time period.

he effects of year of birth, birth weight and sex on the prevalence of
eft-handedness. The data from the Australian and Dutch samples

ere modeled separately allowing the prevalence and estimated
ariance components to differ between the two samples. We then
t a series of increasing constrained models, decreasing the number
f freely estimated parameters in order to find the most parsi-
onious model that did not result in a significant loss of fit. As

ummarized in Table 4, the estimates of �2
A, �2

F , �2
T , �2

S , and �2
E could

e equated between the two samples while allowing the prevalence
f left-handedness to differ. Both twin (�2

T ) and non-twin sibling
�2

S ) effects could be dropped from the model without a significant
oss of fit. In addition, the general shared family environment effect
2
F could also be dropped without a significant loss of fit. Conversely
he additive genetic effect could not be dropped and an AE model
n which all covariation between relatives was parameterized as
eing due to additive genetic effects provided a good fit to the data.
s may be expected based on the co-twin correlations observed

n this sample, the majority of variance 76.36% (95%CI 72.9, 79.8%)
as accounted for by non-shared environmental influences with

he remaining variance arising from additive genetic effects 23.64%
95%CI 20.2, 27.1%).

. Discussion

The heritability estimates from the current data are consistent
ith meta-analysis of data from 35 previous twin studies, which

when excluding the data used in the present study), also found an
E model to provide the best fit of the data and yielded estimates
f 25.9% (95%CI 14.8, 29.9%) for the proportion of variance due to
dditive genetic effects and 74.2% (95%CI 70.1, 78.4%) for the unique
nvironmental effects (Medland et al., 2006). While the heritabil-
ty of handedness in the current data is consistent with previous
tudies, the current analyses also yielded a number of important
ull results. There was no evidence of any special twin effects on

ither the prevalence of left-handedness or the covariance between
elatives. Thus, the present sample shows no evidence of hormonal
ransfer (the prevalence did not differ between twins born of same
r opposite sex twin pairs) or mirror imaging (there were no differ-
nces in prevalence in MZ and DZ twins) and there was no evidence
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Table 4
Results of the univariate genetic model fitting: model fitting summary and estimated variance components
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est fitting model is shaded. Abbreviations: A, additive genetic; F, familial genetic; T
hich separate estimates are estimated for the Australian (AUS) and Dutch (NL) dat

These models are compared to the AFE model.

hat twinning influenced handedness either through more similar
nvironments or competition for resources. In addition, there was
o evidence for sex differences in the covariance between relatives,
or significant family environment effects.

A number of competing ‘single gene’ models have been pro-
osed within the literature (Annett, 1985; Crow, 2002; Klar, 1999;
cManus, 1985). While we have not assessed the fit of these
odels, the polygenic model utilized here provided a good fit to

he data. In addition, previous linkage analyses have identified
number of regions of interest including 2p12-q11, 17p11-q23

Francks, DeLisi, Fisher, et al., 2003; Francks et al., 2002), 10q26
Van Agtmael, Forrest, & Williamson, 2002) and 12q21-23 (Warren,
tern, Duggirala, Dyer, & Almasy, 2006). Francks et al. (2007) have
ubsequently identified an imprinted gene, LRRTM1, within the
p12-q11 region. The paternal copy of this gene is associated with
oth left-handedness and schizophrenia. An association has also
een found between handedness and the X-linked Androgen recep-
or (Medland et al., 2005).

Significant birth cohort effects were identified in the Aus-
ralian data and birth-weight effects were seen in both samples.
owever, the majority of variance was due to unique environ-
ental influences even when correcting for these covariates. It

s possible that there are other unidentified covariates that may
otentially explain some of the high estimate of unique envi-
onmental influences. Another possible explanation lies with the
ssumption that there is no interaction between genetic and
nvironmental effects. The standard univariate analyses described
bove assume homogeneity in the partitioning of variance within
he sample. However, if interactions were present between the
enetic and environmental effects, a single heritability estimate
ould be insufficient to describe the structure of the covaria-

ion within the data. Un-modeled interaction between genetic
nd non-shared environmental influences (G × E) would lead to
ver-estimates of the unique environmental effects (Eaves, Last,
artin, & Jinks, 1977). Future studies including pre and peri-

atal risk variables such as birth stress, anoxia and ultrasound
xposure might help explain some of the unique environmental
ariance.
One of the advantages of these data for examining birth cohort
ffects was the wide range of year of birth which span almost a full
entury. The epoch related changes in prevalence of handedness
n our sample are consistent with those reported elsewhere. For
xample, Levy (1974) found an increase in left-handedness from

a
p
u
s
b

genetic; S, sibling genetic, E, unique environmental. Fit of the saturated model in
LL 45200.745, df 54237.

.2% in 1932 to 11.2% in 1972 within the United States following a
arabolic curve. In Australia, Brackenridge (1981) found that the
revalence of left-handedness increased from 2% in those born
round 1890 to 10% in those born in 1930 and asymptotes to 13.2%
n those born around 1970 following a sigmoid curve. Similarly,
n the Netherlands, Beukelaar and Kroonenberg (1986) found the
roportion of self-classified left-handers who wrote with their left
ands increased from 0% in those born between 1900 and 1939 to
0% in those born between 1940 and 1944 and asymptotes to 100%

n those born after 1965.
The main hypotheses proposed to account for these findings

ave focused on the cultural acceptance of left-handedness and
n particular the acceptance of left-handed writing within class
ooms. However, differential mortality of left- and right-handers
Halpern & Coren, 1988), adaptation to a right-handed world (Porac

Coren, 1981) and changes in allele frequencies (McManus, 2002)
ave also been proposed.

The consistent finding of such systematic birth cohort effects
cross studies has important implications that should not be
verlooked. Firstly, given that handedness itself is considered a
ovariate when analyzing both structural and functional brain
symmetries, and a wide range of neurological conditions includ-
ng schizophrenia (Francks, DeLisi, Shaw, et al., 2003; Orr, Cannon,
ilvarry, Jones, & Murray, 1999; Satz & Green, 1999; Shaw, Claridge,
Clark, 2001) and autism (Boucher & Birmingham University,

977; Cornish & McManus, 1996; McManus, Murray, Doyle, &
aron-Cohen, 1992), these results suggest that the relationship
etween behavioral laterality (hand and foot preference) and cere-
ral laterality may be much more complicated than previously
hought.

For example, many imaging studies select only right-handed
articipants. However, given the high degree of cultural suppres-
ion within some cohorts it is possible that selection based on hand
reference may lead to undesired heterogeneity within the sample.
onversely, it may be the case that left-handedness in the presence
f certain covariates, such as strong cultural suppression, may be
ore clinically meaningful than left-handedness in general. Sec-

ndly, these results have important implications for linkage and

ssociation studies attempting to locate genes influencing hand
reference or hand skill (which is usually measured as a contin-
ous variable). The increase in power derived from the analysis of
elected samples is based on the assumption of homogeneity of lia-
ility within the sample. However, given the results of the current
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nalyses, linkage and association analyses of unselected samples
ould be recommended unless potential covariate effects can be
ell characterized within the data. In conclusion, we have analyzed

he largest sample of twin and family data for hand preference col-
ected to date (54,270 individuals from 25,732 families). Familial
ggregation for hand preference was found to be consistent with
dditive genetic effects, which accounted for about a quarter of the
ariation in the trait.
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